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Performingmatters
Bruno Turner

Spanishliturgicalhymns:a matterof time
n his article 'Pefialosa on record' (Early music, xxii/2 (May 1994),
pp.309-318), Kenneth Kreitner beguilingly described the recent flow
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of recordings of music by his beloved Francisco de Pefialosa. Ken's
lightnessin his enthusiasmis difficultto emulate.Among other perspicacious remarks,he touched upon a particularaspect of the one hymn
by his hero that has enteredthe world of recordingand he paid a compliment to the manner of performance.What he quoted and approved
has become the triggerfor what follows.
Determinedto take up this subject,not to replyto nor to arguewith
Ken but to explore it, I soon became overwhelmedwith sympathyfor
the proverbialdonkey encircledby an arrayof equidistantcarrots.But,
as students of 15th-and 16th-centurynotation know very well, perfect
circles contain their imperfections and can be halved, cut, crossed,
divided,multipliedand become even a little dotty, confusingnumerous
mattersin and out of proportion,often encouraging'the fanciesof idle
men [commentaotiosorumhominum] who do nothing except to discover how they may appear busy in their idleness' (Thomas Morley,
1597).So I shall try to keep to the main point, which is a matterof time,
but I ask to be excused a few diversionsin order to sketch in the background.
Ken Kreitnerreferredto the hymn Sacrissolemniiswhich Westminster CathedralChoir had recorded as a filler between two Pefialosa
Masses. He approved of the 'reconstruction'of the full seven-verse
hymn by alternatingchant with the four-voiced polyphony which has
survivedin a unique manuscriptsource as just one verseunderlaidwith
the text of verse 1. More unusually the chant was 'a metrical monophonic performance ... based on local sources'. Ken then continued:
'The effect, with the chant moving along rapidly in the monophonic
versesand then being slowed threefold,but in the same metreand pitch
and distinctly audible in the polyphonic fabric, is persuasive indeed.
Clearlythis is the way all these hymns should be done.'
Now these are great compliments. I should be gratified by Ken's
approval of my edition and I should be happy that James O'Donnell
followed my suggestions in that edition (soon to be published with
Pefialosa's other hymns by Mapa Mundi); but I feel slightly afraid
of that accolade 'Clearlythis is the way all these hymns should be
done.' Yes, the Westminsterperformanceworks well. I think it's right.
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I actuallygot MartynImrie to add to his liner notes
the final sentences in which the manner of performance of this hymn was described.Yet there are at
least two notable recordings by very fine groups
which contain performancesof a very similarhymn
(Pangelingua) which fly in the face of all Ken's approval of my edition and of Westminster'sperformance. Farfrom the metricaltune being three times
as fast in the monophonic verses as in its cantus firmus position in the polyphony,the performancesattempt to keep the 'tune' at the same speed throughout both the alternatingchant and the polyphony:
the metricalchant is renderedvery slowly and, one
has to say, the polyphony reallyratherquickly.

1581,are mostly ignored, despite havingtheir proper
chants provided by the composer and despite
Pedrell'sedition being availablefor nearly90 years.
Guerrero's23 Vespers hymns are hardly noticed,
but a few have appeared, usually without chant.
Navarro'sare sufferingthe undeservedneglect that
editions without chant verses continue to cause.
Rubio publishedNavarro'shymn cycle in this way.
Honourably,ProfessorRobert Snow has devoted
attention and great scholarship to the liturgical
aspects of the hymns of Guerrero (1584), Navarro
(posthumous,1590)and to the cycleof no fewerthan
37 hymns by the Cordoban composer Jer6nimo
Durin de la Cueva, but we still lack performing
editions. The same applies to the cycle by Esquivel
t is at this point that I must breakinto the storyto (1613)and the lessernumbersof survivinghymns by
provide an interlude, as it were, of background. Ceballos,Torrentes,Gines de Boluda,Alonso Lobo
The subject of the liturgical Office hymn is huge; and Vivanco. They remain as minor mattersfor oceven narrowedto specificallySpanishhymns during casional discussion in articles or dissertations,if at
the period c.145o-163o, it is still enormous and
all. One dissertationdid at least treat seriously the
carrot-encircled
multi-faceted.
(hence my
donkey)
liturgicalhymn cycle of Diego Ortiz (1565)and proSo I propose to alternatesome descriptions of the vided chants (though a more thorough searchwould
surviving music with more specific references to have produced better matches). Generally,it is still
notation, to time signaturesand to the relationships true that polyphonicvocal hymns,just as with organ
of monophonic chants to the appropriate poly- verses, are discussed rarelyin their proper context.
phony, both melodically and rhythmically but, As a result,beautifulmusic with potentiallywide apabove all, to their possible tempo relationships.
peal to performersand listeners alike remains negIn his articleKen Kreitnermentions 'the clump of lected.
20 hymn settingsthat open Tarazona2/3', published
Our modern problem would seem a strangeone
in Das Chorwerk,lx (1957, not 1953,which was the to a 16th-centurySpaniard.We have the surviving
date of the editor's precedingarticleon the subject) polyphony and we wonder how to find the chant to
in editions by the notable authorityRudolf Gerber. go with it. Four hundred years ago the reversewas
Apart from a very few but quite serious errors,this true. The chant was the norm and polyphony was
edition suffers from the all-too-frequent fault of then requiredto be found or to be newly composed
omitting not only the chants on which each hymn is to enhance certainfeastsof the church and to 'dress
basedbut the hymn texts themselves.Only one verse up' and adornthe traditionalmelodiesor, as we shall
is printed (that in the manuscriptsource); not one see, new local ones, especiallyhymn tunes. You will
suggestion is made as to how to perform the music notice by now that I have eschewedthe word 'plainaccordingto the customs of the time and the inten- chant' or the Spanishcantollano.
Letme quote PietroCerone'sEl melopeoy maestro
tions of the composers.
It is high time that this great body of excellent (1613),writtenin Spanishand publishedin the Spanmusic-the Spanishhymn repertoryfrom c.15ooto ish kingdom of Naples, regardinghymns:'... los dithe early17th century-was releasedon to the early chos hymnos ... no se pueden llamarcon razon canmusic scene in editions which present with equal tollano sino de organo ...' More fully, it readsthus:
status the contemporarychants and the polyphony 'The abovementioned hymns ... cannot with reason
be called plainchant but mensural music; also uncomposed upon them.
At present the hymns of Victoria, published in derstand that in plainchant although the tactus
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is named, it is not understood as in mensuralmusic
[canto de 6rgano]because there it is controlled by
Mood, Time and Prolationand here one has nothing
of this.' (I have renderedlos compasesas 'tactus'.) It
seems clear to me that Cerone has summed up the
distinction that was being made two or more generations earlier by Bermudo (in 1549) and by the
Seville Cathedralplainchant master Luys de Villafrancain 1565.The formerstatedthat the compds(i.e.
tactus) of some hymns is proporci6nde sesquialtera
in which three semibrevesare included in one tactus.
He goes on to say that other hymns are in tiempode
por medio,requiringnow one, now two, now three
notes in a tactus. Tiempode por medio is a binary
metre, and Bermudo is referringto the division of
the brevisinto smallernotes such as two semibreves
or one semibrevisplus two minima.Cerone (1613)included dotted rhythms in his description of binary
(tiempo de por medio) hymns. Villafranca,teacher
and practitionerof chant, colleague of Guerrero,is
very clear in his Breve instruccionde cantollano
(Seville,1565)when distinguishingthe ternarymeasure used for some hymns as compdsde proporcidn,
which is the same as Bermudo'sproporci6nde sesquialtera, Cerone's term being proporci6nternaria.As
late as 1827 the Jeronymitemonk Ignacio Ramoneda
(of the Monastery of San Lorenzo de El Escorial)
used the term ternariomenorfor what we would call
triple-time hymns notated in black brevesand semibreves.Back in 1548,in the OrdinariumUrgellinum
(printed in Lyonsfor the diocese of Urgell in northern Catalunya), no fewer than 52 metrical hymn
melodies are to be found, all in black mensural
notation, all based on a compdsof the black brevis
and, unusually for the 16th century, in a monophonic chant book, prefacedtune by tune with the
binarytime signature 4 or the ternary(13 in which
the brevis is perfected, encompassing three semibreves.The printing of 1$3 (or, more often, just 3)
increasesin use as we progressinto the 17th,18thand
early19th century in Spanishpracticaland theoretical books of liturgicalchant.

A

this point I have to remind myself and surviving
readers that all this (and more!) has a vital bearon
the aspects of chant which appear to contraing
dict the term 'plainchant', in that there are categories

of Spanish liturgical chant which are neither plain
nor, in the full sense, mensuralas in the contemporaneous liturgicalpolyphony. I hope to show that the
notation of mensurallynotated monophonic chants,
especially metrical hymns, has a bearing on the
tempo of performance,which in turn relatesdirectly
to the matching of these tempos with those of polyphony basedon those chantsand writtenfor the sole
purpose of alternatingwith them.
I do not intend to stumble into that morass of
complexities known as the mensural system of
notation with all its 'time' signatures,their evolving
and then decaying theoretical and practical meanings, not so much a morass as a 'load of rubbish'
(which translatesin our vernacularwhat Athanasius
Kirchercalled,in 1650,'haectota farrago').What we
have to investigatearethe practicalaspectsof performance of the music, monophonic and polyphonic,
that needs 'remarriage'on a workablebasis.
So, let us go backnow to the particularchantsand
polyphonic settingswhich differby a huge marginin
their tempo matching when recently recorded by
highly reputablegroups. These are two hymns for
the feast of Corpus Christi-Sacris solemniisiuncta
sint gaudia (designated in most Spanish liturgical
Uses, notablyToledo's,for Matins) and Pangelingua
gloriosi corporismysterium (assigned to Vespers).
Both, especiallythe latter,became popular for Corpus Christiprocessionsand other eucharisticextraliturgicaloccasions.Pangelinguagloriosicorporiswas
also used processionally in Holy Week but must
never be confused with the original and different
Pangelinguagloriosipreliumcertaminisby Venantius
Fortunatuswhich also occurs in Holy Week. Those
unfamiliarwith these glorious poems by St Thomas
Aquinasmay registera flickerof recognitionwhen I
mention that Sacrissolemniisincludes Panis angelicus (CesarFranck'shit tune), and that Tantumergo
sacramentumis Pange lingua's penultimate verse.
(Oh, the nostalgia for the Benediction service;has
that gone too?) Greatlyloved in Spain until this day,
they had their own more hispano (local, nonRoman) melodies. They were long-lived (five centuries) and much used, Pange lingua more so than
Sacris solemniis, Vespers chants being more attended
to by composers for polyphonic elaboration. The
tunes have a strong family resemblance; they are
EARLY MUSIC
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Ex.1 The most common version of Sacris solemniis, from the Intonarium Toletanum (1515), as manually revised in the
copy at the Biblioteca Nacional, Madrid

Sa cris so lem ni js iunc ta sint gau di a et ex pre cor di js so nent pre co ni a

redant
ce ve te ra no va sint om ni a cor da voces e o pe ra.
re ce dant ye te ra no va sint om ni a cor da vo ces et o pe ra.

notated in the same way with some, but little, variation for at least five centuries.They may go back to
the middle or late 14thcentury,not long afterthe institution of the feast of Corpus Christi throughout
the WesternChurch.They are nearlyalwaysnotated
in simple triple time with alternating long-short
note values, usually brevisand semibreviswith the
brevispresumed (without time signature)to be perfect or imperfect according to the mensural rules
that would apply under ('3 in the late 15th century
and thereafter.They are shown in exx.i and 2.
Now these arethe versionsof the tunes that match
the Sacrissolemniispolyphonicverse set by Pefialosa
in the unique source (Tarazona,ms.2) and the Pange
lingua verse as attributed to 'Johanes Urede' (=
Wreede) in the so-calledSegoviaCancionero(Segovia Cathedral,ms. s.s.). The latteris not the famous
multi-sourcedPangelinguaby Urreda.How strange
it is that we have two recordingsof the unfamous
one, and as faras I know no currentone of the much
more popular setting which survivesin well over 20
sources.
Sacrissolemniisappearsin between two Pefialosa
Masses on a Hyperion CD sung by Westminster

CathedralChoir. In this performance each hymn
tune unit of ?* is taken at precisely the speed of
Pefialosa's(original notation) 0, of which there are
three to the perfect brevisunder the tempusperfecturn cum prolatione imperfectamensuration (time
signature)O, which, when we have halvedthe values
in the forthcoming Mapa Mundi edition (see also
Gerber'sversion, Das Chorwerk,lx, p.19), becomes
3
o of the modern measure or bar. The Westminster performance,as recommended in my edition,
thus makes the monophonic tune-the cantofigurado-move with three rhythmicunits of M* in the
time of the modern 3 bar. Under JamesO'Donnell
the Westminsterchoir, a fairly large one in a great
building,take the beat (the of the modern edition)
at 54 to the minute, the monophonic 'tune' verses,
whose units of M* appearin the new edition as ,,
becoming in effect tripletsagainstthe polyphony's,
beat. Using the same principle with a small 'early
music' group, I would probablytake no more than
about - 6o in music like this.
It cannot be without significancethat Ken Kreitner'scomplimentsto GothicVoices and to Pro Cantione Antiqua are centred on one of Pefialosa's

Nacional,
Toletanum
EX.2Pangelingua,fromthe Intonarium
(1515), as manuallyrevisedin the copyat the Biblioteca
sources.
in
other
variants
themostcommonlyfound
notesrepresent
Madrid.Thesmallbracketed
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motets, Precorte, Domine,recordedby both, in their
differentways,but, my stopwatchtells me, at exactly
MM62for the J(modern halvedvalues). The opening
of Okeghem's Salve reginaas recently recorded by
the Clerk'sGroup, one of the most gloriously right
performancesof such music I have ever heard,is exactlyat MM60for the modernJ(Okeghem's0 in perfect time O). Which leads me to say that Pefialosa
(and Urredatoo) have much the same mixture and
density of note lengths and musical activityin their
tempus perfectummusic as Okeghem customarily
has. If one were to perform Okeghem's Missa
L'hommearmeat this sort of speed it would be, I feel,
just right,not too fast to make the phrasesbreathless
or rushed with blurreddetail, not so slow as to lose
the excitement of syncopations,ornamentalembellishments and the underlying structure of rather
moderate triple time. Would anyone, though, seriously suggest that the famous and vigorous monophonic tune L'hommearme should be rendered at
the speed at which it appearsand would be sung in
Okeghem'sKyriefor example?
Yet the excellent EnsembleDaedalus in a recording of music from El Cancionerode la Catedralde
Segovia(an Accent CD with that title) performsthe
Pange lingua Spanishtune at the same speed in the
monophonic alternateversesas they sing it as cantus
firmusembeddedby Urredain the polyphonic (ternpus perfectum) setting attributed to him in this
manuscript.By singingthe tune veryslowly (I time it
at MM29 for the m* unit) and the polyphony (I actuallymade it MM30for the modern full bar, original
perfect brevis)really ratherfast, they get the twomonodic tune and complex polyphony-on to the
same beat, MM90,for the tune's originalblack semibrevisand the polyphony'soriginalwhite semibrevis.
They are treatingthe tune in its relationshipto the
polyphony on a theoreticaltempo basis three times
slower than the Westminster CathedralChoir did
with a very similar tune in an exactly similar situation. Even in the practicalresult they arriveat polyphony that is well over 50 per cent fasterand chant
more than 40 per cent slowerthan Westminster's.
In the Decca CD Music in the time of Columbus,
the Grupo de Musica 'Alfonso X El Sabio' perform
this same Urreda Pange lingua, the unique Segovia
setting, in exactly the same way at almost precisely

the same speed, with a beat of MM90for the original
semibrevis(white) in the polyphony and for the
(black) semibrevisof the metricalchant.
(I suspect,by the way,that the two Spanishgroups
were using an edition-possibly the same one, but
adaptedby the performers-which ignores two obvious errors in the first melodic phrase of the contratenor (altus) part, errors spotted and 'corrected'
by Angles when he published this piece in Anuario
musical,vii (1952). The nonsense Anglkshad noticed
is cheerfullysung in both these recordings,but, as
the singers rush through the polyphony the crude
clashes pass quickly. Although Anglks's correction
producesperfectmusicalsense, I have found a better
solution based on my observationthat the 'Segovia'
scribe wrongly altered one note value and failed to
correct another. My 'corrected'version will appear
in a forthcomingMapaMundi edition.)
My conclusion has to be that a scholarworkingon
the Segoviamanuscript'cancionero'has influenced
the performersof both recordingsto adopt what I
feel is a completelywrong tempo relationshipin the
alternationof metricalchant and polyphony. I have
to askwhy it is that in anotherCD by the Grupo 'Alfonso X' their excellent director, Luis Lozano, erudite specialist in Spanish canto llano, expert exponent of its mensural and metrical varieties (masica
metrica,cantofiguradoetc.), should be able to adopt,
with totally convincing results,completely different
tempos that are sprightlyand swingingin his performances (without polyphony) of the very hymns I
have discussed in this article, Sacris solemniisand
Pange lingua, and, also for Corpus Christi, Verbum
supernum.In the RNE CD Obras de canto llano,
Lozanohas taken the tune unitf * at MM62, 60 and
64 respectivelyin these hymns. Westminster,a big
choir, took Sacrissolemniisat MM54;I recommend
aroundMM60.LuisLozanois fractionallyfasterhere,
yet, there he was, just like the Ensemble Daedalus,
doing the same music, the identicaltune at half, yes,
exactly half the speed (MM30 in fact) for the tune
unit mE*when trying to make it match the polyphonic cantus firmus by equating the monophonic
and the polyphonic semibreves,as though both were
in tempusperfectum.
Why not?-at least in theory, you may ask. Is it
not largely an individual's opinion, a subjective
EARLY
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and its interactions with polyphony' by Richard
Sherr.My present foray into this vast and complex
subjectcannot include a resumeof all Caldwell'sand
Sherr'sobservations,but it does emergevery clearly
not only that chant (plain, 'un-plain' of mixed valSte.
ues, the positivelymensural,with hymns often completely metrical) and polyphony constantly interLau - da - mus
te.
r
acted in bothdirections;they influencedeach other.
I am quite clear, and these essays seem to support
me, that this two-way influence can be traced,especially in hymns, back to the 14th century. As to
matter and one that comes within normally admis- notation, JohnCaldwell'sdiscussionis convincingin
sible margins of difference, applying to music of respectof the chant notation'sblack brevisbecoming
most periods and affected by acoustics, size of the temporal equivalent of the mensural (polychoir, meaning of texts and personalstyle?Afterall, phonic) notation's white (void) semibrevis.The
it is Westminster Cathedral Choir (under David smaller values follow accordingly.Caldwell quotes
Hill in 1987) who are still the candidates for the the examplesof the English'plainsong'Masses,but I
slowest performanceon recordof Palestrina'sMissa would like to show a very brief illustrationof part of
Papae Marcelli,the fastest being RegensburgDom- an alternatim Gloria from Missa de duplicibus
chor (Archiv LP, 1961).The 'score' was Westmin- maioribus ... con el cantollano Toledano como se
ster'sAgnus Dei I and II at 9' 2o"and Regensburg's canta en S. Lorenzio[sic], the first work in a Spanish
same two Agnus Dei movements at 4' 48". I recall manuscriptof music as used at the Jeronymitemononce timing this whole Mass in various perfor- astery of San Lorenzo de El Escorial,a book now
mances, and, if my memory is correct,Westminster kept at the Libraryof the Hispanic Societyof Amerwere mostly between MM44and 66 to Palestrina's ica. In ex.3 I have scored 'Laudamuste' in the origioriginalminim, with Regensburgat over mMoo,up nal note values.
to 112, for the same note value. If that kind of difn presentingmy case,I cannothelpbutcastsome
ference can occur, then have I a right to carp, still
of
these
claim
on
over
the
matter
doubts
less
upon Ken Kreitner'scompliment, 'Clearly
right my side,
Is
it
a
this
is
the
little known Hispanic hymns?
way all these hymns should be done.' But
specious argument to support a personalfeeling, for me to argue my bundle of evidence does, I believe, vindicatemy
that the two very good Spanishgroups are wrong to certaintythat striving for the equality of the black
slow down the chant and speed up the polyphony and the white semibreves,so that the tripletime tunes
to match uneasily in the middle? Well, I do not and the perfecttime O settings go at the same pace,
think it is just personal, subjectiveand instinctive. is quite surelywrong.
Ken Kreitner's'clump of 20 hymns' in Tarazona
While it is reassuringto have Ken Kreitner'ssupport for the rightnessof my way as demonstratedby ms.2/3 consist of eight by Escobar (all in T duple
Westminster CathedralChoir, here is some more time), six by Alonso de Alva (all in Z except one
which, no doubt mistakenly,has C in two voices, (
objectiveevidence.
Thereis an invaluablesurveyand lucid discussion in the other two). Sanabria'ssinglehymn has ($. The
four hymns by Pefialosause his favouriteduple sigin the article 'Plainsong and polyphony 1250-1550',
John Caldwell'sopening contribution to the excel- nature C2 in two hymns (Iesu nostraredemptioand
lent collection of essays edited by Thomas Forrest the so-called O lux beataTrinitas,a crude contrafacKelly,Plainsongin the age of polyphony(Cambridge, tum); Sanctorummeritishas three voices under C2
1992). This should be read carefully,of course, but
signature with the other voice given I. Then our
without delay one should skip to the penultimate two remaining hymn verses are Pefialosa's Sacris
essay,'The performanceof chant in the Renaissance solemniisand Urreda/Wreede'sPangelingua,both in
Ex.3 'Laudamuste' from Missade duplicibusmaioribusin
originalnote values;clefs C1, C3, F3, F4;time signature(t
except tenor, which lackstime signature
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0 withbothcontaining,boldand
tempusperfectum

rated setting which incorporates the tune slowed
down, a structuralgirder,a treatmentnot unlike the
theirtenors.Not a signof a quicktripletimein anyof more straightforwardsettings of L'homme arme
the polyphonicsettings.Mostof the chanttunesare within tempusperfectumpolyphony at the end of the
mensural,by which I mean that the composers 15thcentury.
The way the hymn versetechniqueevolvedduring
clearlyfollow and incorporatethe tunes as they
clear,the metricaltriple-time tunes slowed down in

knewthem in practiceand as found in the chant
sources,using the rhythmicmixturesof long and
short notes as in the chant-sourcesbut in white
mensuralnotation.Thisappliesto the binarytunes
meritis
likeIsteconfessor,
Utquant laxis,Sanctorum
taken
and
some
some
liberties
are
even
etc.,
though
decorationsadded,just as in the two triple-time
hymnsforCorpusChristi.
We haveto moveto the othervastsourcethatis
broadlyof the sameperiodas Tarazonams.2/3,the
manuscriptcollectionsnow known as Barcelona
M.454,andfindin it a fewhymnsmostlyin ? duple,
Urreda'sPangelinguain O (differingonly in detail
from Tarazona'sversion),and most interestingly
two anonymousversionsof Sacrissolemniis.One is
in O with the tune embeddedand notatedas in
Pefialosa's,surroundedby busy counterpoint.The
other is note-against-notehomophonicwriting,
quiteundecorated,an absolutelychordalsettingof
the melody,now in the top voice,and destinedto
bouncealongjust likemy proposedmetricalchant
tempos, for it is in Ec0with the signature13. Per-

the period 1500-1700 is a massive subject. Let us sim-

ply take an overview of time signatures. Then we
shall see how right Kircherwas in his concluding
comments (Musurgia,1650o)
on a system (hisfarrago)
that he finally dismissed as confusissimam('most
confused'). Nearly350yearslater,I would like to ask
who dares to say when (roughly even), or in which
music by which composers, $ not only ceasedto be
diminution, became a substitutefor C, continued to
be shown as (1 (Spanishcompdsmayor)when it was
alreadymeaning effectively C (Spanish compasillo,
the two-beat rapid tactus on the semibrevis)?That
long-winded question could be expanded indefinitely, and I put it simply to show how knotted up
one can get. Afterall it was ThomasMorley,long before Kircher,who explainedthe theoryverywell but,
exasperatedand with wanton devilment,dismisseda
great deal and reminded his readersthat triplaproportion truly existed only when there were six small
notes to the tactus, not three.My problem with my
own decision for the performanceof the triple-time
metrical chants so liked by Ken Kreitner,is that it
form this simple composition and the metricaltune works well with Pefialosa's and Urreda's Corpus
in alternation, with a perfect brevis beat about Christihymns and it seems to work for most of the
MM54-60, and you have something that works (and
Spanish repertoryof hymn verses. But in theory I
is fun!). Here we have the beginning, as far as our may be wrong if I want matching tempos 1:1when
sources are known, of a tradition that can be illus- the polyphonyis in (theoretical)sesquialtera.
If we move awayfrom c.15oo-153oSpanishsources
trated,not just throughthe 16thcenturybut way beto
chordal
verses
as
and
such
turn to the opening hymn of Constanzo Festa's
quick-time
yond
organ
those by Antonio Martin y Coll (Floresde musica, great cycle we find black triple-time metrical chant
1708)-there arevariousversions,notablyone in 13
provided for Conditoralme siderumand then three
used by Luis Lozano, most effectively,on the RNE polyphonicsettings,verses2, 4 and 6, which havethe
CD Obrasde cantollano.In a manuscriptchoirbook same musical figure as a head motif, and have the
at Mexico City Cathedraldated 1717,Manuel de Zu- tune notated0 D 0 etc.;yet each verse has a different
maya's Sacrissolemniishas (Z clearly intended for time signature,O, (1)and 03-an unequivocalindialternationon an equaltempobasisbetweenchant cation that Festa wanted three successively faster
andpolyphony.So we haveto look uponthe triple- tempos. Therecan be no doubt that this is one of the
time tunesas havinga fairlybrisk'bouncy'tempo firstindications,and a veryclearone, of hymns comwhich is matched, when treated to organ or poly- posed as a set of variations upon a tune not only by
phonic choir setting, by equally brisk 'jolly' music counterpoint and decoration but by tempo changes.
that is fairly simple or by a more complex, elabo- Throughout Europe such practice became common
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for a while; after 16oo composers lost interest and
mostly revertedto providingjust one verse (to be repeatedwith the words of other verses).
This was certainly true of Spain. The Toledo
choirmaster (three times in and out of the job)
AndresTorrentesplayed games with Conditoralme
siderumusing triple-timeshort-long-short within C
duple measuresand then in his final stanzadisplacing the accentswithin the fastertriple-time 3. Rodrigo Ceballos uses ($ and C indiscriminatelyand
contrives to let Pange lingua'stune proceed in its
ternary way across the duple measures. The great
Guerrerowrote almost all his hymns (1584)in $ but
used O in the 'old' (Pefialosa)way for Conditoralme
and Pangelingua.In the latterhe goes to ( in verse 6
but like Ceballos lets the tune go effectively in O
across it. Guerrerouses fast ($3, then (slowly) O,
then (D for his three verses of Lauda mater(Mary
Magdalen).Navarro'sgreatcycle, publishedposthumously in 1590, nearly alwaysuses st,rarelyC (and
with no obvious significance),for most hymns (and
most are duple anyway), but occasionally mixes
verse by verse O and (3. Esquivel(1613)never uses
$ , only C for duple;he sets the new (Breviary1602)
Magdalenhymn Patersuperniluminisin quick triple
time using 03, and when he wants a slow exposition
of a tune he employs, for instance,O for St Michael
and for Corpus Christi'sPangelingua;the Michaelmas hymn unusuallyhas the Pange linguatune in a
rarevariant.Back in the post-Moralestime of Torrentes and Gines de Boludaat Toledo Cathedralthe
latterused O for one hymn and (l (non-proportionally) for two others when setting hymns that are
triple time f* in the local chant books. One could
(and one must not) go on and on, but it has to be a
noteworthy comment that was added into Malaga
ms.VIII (misprintedXIII in the relevantparagraph
in PortugaliaeMusica) when 'Cantasea compasillo'
(meaning 'sing with a tactus on the semibrevis',i.e.
beat minims) appears beside one of Estevao de
Brito's 'arrangements'of the century-old Urreda
Pangelinguawhich had somehow been giventhe impossible signature of (t3-impossible because de
Britohas made Urreda'spiece even busierwith little
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notes than it was. The instruction is in effect to correct (3 to O and my comment is that to regard O as
compasillo is significant in itself. This, in turn, is a
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comment and reassurancein regard to the several
surviving sources of the ubiquitous Urreda Pange
that from around 16oo00
begin to be copied out in C
(compasillo)ratherthan the virtuallyobsolete0.
All this servesto undermine any claim (one that I
did not make) that there was or is only one way to
treatthe relationshipof Spanishtriple-timemetrical
hymn tunes to the polyphonic settings of them. But
equally, and I do claim this, it does vanquish any
idea that puts them at the same slow speed as the
tempusperfectum0 settings or the same kind of setting (new or renotated) in C tempus imperfectum.
Indeed, Guerrero'shymn for MaryMagdalen,mentioned earlier, reinforces my contention that composersregardedthe fastertripletimes as employedin
some of their verses as that of the long-short triplemetre hymn tunes and that any verse in 0 would
have the tune slowed down in order to surround it
with more elaboratecounterpoint.
The subject is a vast minefield and more investigation is required on a practicalbasis for modern
performers.Guerrero'sLibervesperarumopens with
a series of psalms (alternateverses), provided with
black mensurally notated psalm tones for the first
monophonic verse. Guerrero'ssettings have C as
their normal time signature, with occasional (N
verses. Then quite unexpectedly, uniquely in this
book, he ends his finalpsalm LaudaHierusalemwith
C3 (tiempo menor de proporci6nmenor, the lively
measure of villancicos) in which '... se cantan tres
minimas en un compas ...' (Andr s Lorente, El
porqudde la masica (Alcali de Henares, 1672)). Do
these three minims have a faster tempo than the
three semibrevesof t when relatedto C? What of
C3 or 03 as employed by other polyphonic hymn
composers as that proportio tripla in which three
semibrevespass for one semibrevisin integer valor
(and which Morley mocks as not true tripla, not
being three to the beat but to the two-beat tactus)?
And just to throw in one more question, let us ask if
we can take literallythe theorists who in discussing
canto llano (plainchant) and cantofigurado (measured chant) attachedto the black brevis(i.e. square
punctum) the term compds?I question whether they
meant a two-beat tactus; there is a good case for
understandingthat the black brevis/punctumis the
beat of a liturgicalchant. And to cause us more con-

fusion, scribes and printers often continued the
older custom of using 11 ratherthan or as well as
0* (even in the same book and for the same tune).
Whatever farrago it may have seemed in 1650,
Guerreroin his prime, let us say 1555to 1590,seemed
to attach great significance to his distinctions between the signs. The 1584Vespersbook contains ten
Magnificatsand three bear $ in nearly all movements, a few are in (t ; but in Guerrero'seven-verse
secunditoni setting the Sicut eratis in C. This practice is continued by the later (and still underrated)
composer Vivanco, whose 18 Magnificats seem to
contain planned tempo indications using a mixture
of verses in $ and in C. Early17th-centurySpanish
and PortugueseRequiemMassesdo the same. There
really is some distinction lingering on, sometimes
carelessly, sometimes inconsistently (occasionally
quite mistakenly by printer's error), but often
plannedwith a clearintention to retaina real tempo
differencebetween compdsmayor? (tactus on the
brevis,at least in theory) and compasilloC (tactuson
the semibrevis,i.e. beatingthe minims). It is not necessarily true, even in the generation or two after
Guerrerothat 'tactusmajorand tactusminor... indicate not differenttempos but different conductor's
beats for the same tempo' (Apel, The notation of
polyphonicmusic(Cambridge,MA, 1942)discussing
the apparentuniversalityof in the middle and late
16th century). A cautionarynote must be sounded:
althoughPalestrina,Lassusand a host of othersused
little else but I, almost all Victoria'smotets as published under his supervision in Italy bear the compasillo C sign; only when republished at Dillingen
did they appearwith $ instead.
This diversionhas been intended to reinforcemy
argumentthat there can be no conclusion that there
is only one tempo for a mensural chant when performed in alternationwith polyphony based on it. I
do believe that the main body of Hispanicsettingsof
polyphonic hymns, at least during the 16th century
(and I includethe hymns of Pefialosaand colleagues,
though a little earlier), are based upon the mensurally notated tunes, ternary or binary, having
a unit of tempo either me that is really $3, not O,
or having * (binary) that is really $. This is exactly what occurs in the 52 hymns of the Ordinarium Urgellinum(1548). It is implied in the many
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Ex.4 Sanctorummeritis,from the IntonariumToletanum(1515),transposedto match Pefialosa'ssetting
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Ex.5 Urreda/Wreede,
Pangelingua,uniquesettingfromSegoviaCathedral
The tenth note of the contraltus should have been shortened, not the third.
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mensurallynotated hymns in the IntonariumTole- meritisas an example of a popular binary melody
tanum and Psalterium... toletane (both 1515).The (ex.4), one of many that survived in use from the
black brevis,ternary or binary, is the equivalent of 15thto the 19thcentury,and which was employedby
the white semibrevisof most polyphony when in in- composers of polyphony, Pefialosabeing one of the
tegervalorunder O, C or, more often, Z, the latter first.
It is necessary to put on record that Urreda/
not being a proportion but, in that period, being
used indiscriminatelyin the place of C. The fact that Wreede's multi-sourced Pange lingua is the TaraC compasillocomes backwith a vengeancelate in the zona ms.2/3 version published by Gerber in Das
150oosand dominates all but the most conservative Chorwerk,lx, and that the one in BarcelonaM.454is
liturgicalmusic in the 17thcenturyis anotherstory. the same settingwith smallvariantsonly. The setting
sung by two Spanish groups in the recordingsdisI have now munched a few of the many cussed above is the different and unique composiSince
encirclingcarrots,please excuse me for not hav- tion in the Segoviacancionero,which should be coring attemptedall. The ramificationsof Spanishlitur- rected,in my opinion, as shown in ex.5.
gicalchantsas practisedthroughthe 15thto 19thcenturies are material for much more study and for I mustthankTessKnighton,BernadetteNelson,Owen
futurearticlesand editions.
Rees,LuisCarlosGagoand WolfgangFreisfor sending
I
two
musical
illustrations.
brief
me, even speciallyobtaining,information,transcripFinally, append
two
of
the
most
shown
above
popular tions and xeroxedsources,althougheventuallynot all
Having
I
in
offer
tunes
exx.i
and
Sanctorum
couldbe usedin thepresentarticle.
2,
ternaryhymn
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